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Ryan Patet, Senior and OXE President 2011-12, Welcoming the Centennial Guests
Professor Agrawal Introducing Entrepreneurship Lecturer Robert Weist

Professor Ramkrishna Introducing Academic Lecturer Nicholas Peppas
Nicholas Peppas, Former Purdue ChE Professor, Delivering the Academic Lecture
Robert Weist (BSChE 1962, OChE 2005)
Delivering the Entrepreneurship Lecture
Paul Oreffice (BSChE 1949, HDR 1976, OChE 1993)
Delivering the Entrepreneurship Lecture via Skype,
Introduced by Professor Reklaitis
Otto Kuhn (BSChE 1976) and Professor Wankat (BSCHE 1966)

Gautam Yadav (Graduate Student) with Professor Litster
Front Row: Duncan Mellichamp (PhD 1964, OChE 2007), with his Wife Suzanne, and James Schorr (BSChE 1954, DEA 1974, HDR 1987, OChE 1993)
Ron Steuterman, PIDI Managing Director with Professor Pekny

Don Orr (BSChE 1961, DEA 1989, OChE 1993, HDR 2006), with his Wife, Nancy
Jim Huff (BSChE 1970)

Professor Neal Houze
Front Row: Tony Mikos (PhD 1988, OChE 2008), Jamey Young (PhD 2005)
Jenni Mamph, Secretary

Professor
Venkatasubramanian
James Marek (PhD 1984) and Otto Kuhn (BSChE 1976)
Stacey Stenerson (BSChE 1979)
with Professor Hannemann

Gary Stenerson
(BSChE 1978)
Drew Liebrecht (BSChE 2010) with Lindsey Williams (BSChE 2010)
Roberta Gleiter (BSChE 1960) with her Husband, John Gleiter
Industry Panelists
Ronna Robertson (BSChE 1992),
Rick Roberts (BSChE 1976, OChE 2004, DEA 2007),
Michael Ramage (BSChE 1966, PhD 1971, DEA 1986,
OChE 1993, HDR 1996)
Industry Panelists

Rick Roberts
(BSChE 1976, OChE 2004, DEA 2007)

Ronna Robertson (BSChE 1992)
Industry Panelists

Jeffrey Hemmer
(BSChE 1980, OChE 2001, DEA 2009)

Michael Ramage
Academia Panel
Abbie Griffin (BSChE 1974, OChE 2000),
Duncan Mellichamp (PhD 1964, OChE 2007),
Jamey Young (PhD 2005),
Tony Mikos (MS 1985, PhD 1988, OChE 2008)
Entrepreneurship Panel
Professor Rakesh Agrawal,
Timothy McGinley (BSChE 1963, DEA 1972, OChE 1993, HDR 2010),
Donald Dunner (BSChE 1953, OChE 2001, DEA 2001),
Gerald Skidmore (BSChE 1954, OChE 2011)

Graduate Student Laura Hirshfield with Professors Boudouris and Won
Steve Brewer (BSChE 1970) with Professor Ho
Back Row: Graduate Student Anirudh Shenvi, James Marek (MS 1980, PhD 1984), Diane Klassen (Director of Development)
Middle Row: Graduate Student Erik Sheets, Michael Ott (BSChE 1974, OChE 2002, DEA 2007), Susan Hardman (BSChE 1983, OChE 2004), Michael Althar
Front Row: Richard Narta (BSChE 1980), Evan Bauman and Jacqueline Busqop
Back row: Judith and Carl Weir (BSChE 1963)
Front Row: Sarah Skidmore

Gerald Skidmore
(BSChE 1954, OChE 2011)
Undergraduate Student Volunteers: Jenna Ellis, Karis Viars, Jackie Maday and Zoanne Zweber
President Córdova with ChE School Head Arvind Varma and Michael Graff (MS 1979)
President Córdova Describing the “Evolution” Sculpture
Unveiling the “Evolution” Sculpture
Guests in the Henson Atrium attending the Unveiling of the “Evolution” Sculpture
James Schorr (BSChE 1954, DEA 1974, HDR 1987, OChE 1993), with Caleb Miskin, Graduate Student Winner of the Inaugural Centennial Fellowship, and Arvind Varma, School Head
James Schorr (BSChE 1954, DEA 1974, HDR 1987, OChE 1993), with Keith Kral, Senior, Winner of the Inaugural Centennial Scholarship, and Arvind Varma, School Head
Professor Reklaitis with Dean Jamieson and Abbie Griffin (BSChE 1974, OChE 2000)
Glen Richardson (BSChE 1972) and Sunil Sunkara during the Centennial Poster Session
Graduate Students Laura Hirshfield, Mark Suchomel, Jennie Brennan, Isabel Jimenez Useche, and Renay Su
Centennial Poster Session in the Henson Atrium
Betty and Gordon Mounts (BSChE 1957, MS 1959) with a Centennial Visitor

Billy Bardin with Professor Ribeiro
Graduate Student Julie Renner with Mark Evans (BSChE 1979) during the Poster Session
Sunil Sunkara, Visiting Student, with Graduate Student Mayank Shekhar
Professor Beaudoin, William Smith (BSChE 1969), and Professor Boudouris

Michelle Browna and Professor Corti
Jacquelyn Pence (BSChE 2008) and Brandt Pence with Robert Stanfield (BSChE 1977, PhD 1981) and his Wife Rose
Karen Heide, Secretary, with her Husband Rick

Rick McGlothlin, Laboratory Associate, and his Wife Debra
Maurice and Sandy Hendryx, Secretary, with Janet Jones and Teresa Cadwallader, Administrative Assistant
Judith Brown and Glen Richardson (BSChE 1972)

Eileen and Byron White (BSChE 1964)
Michelle Smith (BSChE 1984), Sarah Alexander, Julia Alexander (BSChE 1984), and Jason Alexander
Radu and Cristina Farmus, Administrative Director, with Nataliya and Yury Zvinevich, Director of Instrumentation
Darron and Clara Bennett
Juanita and Jeff Valley, Building Deputy
Chase Brummet
Purdue President France Córdova, Arden Bement and Ronald Harland (BSChE 1983, MS 1985, PhD 1988)
Members of the Class of 2010 with Professors Liu and Thomson
Yangdong Pan (PhD 2003), Eileen Pan, Jason Pan and Yanhong Chen
Professor Delgass with Salman Adil (BSChE 1992)

Professors Venkatasubramanian and Morgan
Roberta Gleiter (BSChE 1960) with John Gleiter

Duncan Mellichamp (PhD 1964) with his wife Suzanne and Professor Ramkrishna
Elizabeth Krause, Professor Ribeiro, Beata Ribeiro and Phillip Krause (BSChE 1982)
Donald Goodman (BSChE 1938) the oldest ChE graduate, with his Daughters Mary Kersteiner and Barb Eltzroth

Gerald Skidmore (BSChE 1954, OChE 2011), Donald Goodman (BSChE 1938) and Gordon Mounts (BSChE 1957, MS 1959)
Deb Bowman, Graduate Office Coordinator, with Steve Bowman

Jenny Mamph, Secretary, with Jimmy Mamph
Marilyn Glenn Forney (BSChE 1947),
Robert Forney (BSChE 1947, PhD 1950, DEA 1974, HDR 1981)
and Purdue President France Córdova
Purdue President France Córdova with Graduate Students
Laura Hirshfield and Piotr Gawecki
Joseph Alford (BSChE 1966) with his wife Martha and Professor Wang
James Marek (PhD 1984) and Sandy Marek (BSChE 1979)

Robert Goeltz (BSChE 1978) and Walter Schumacher (BSChE 1978)
Purdue President France Córdova with Duncan Mellichamp (PhD 1964, OChE 2007)

Sara Evans (MS 1984) and Jeanine Reklaitis
Andrew Mills (BSChE 2006), Jebina Mills, Nicholas Brandon (BSChE 2007) and Professor Ho
Alyssa DeVries (Senior) and Marissa Wilcox

Lindsey Williams (BSChE 2010) and Caitlin Schmidt (BSChE 2011)
Professor Caruthers with Billy Bardin and Linh Le
David and Laura Lacerda
Keith Kral, Senior & Centennial Scholarship Recipient, with Professor Varma and Kevin Kral
Professors Pipes and Pekny with a Centennial Visitor
Frank Oreovicz, Purdue ChE Retiree, with his Wife Kathryn

Katherine Yater Henke, Secretary, with Branden Moore
Dinner in the North Ballroom, Purdue Memorial Union
Miranda McCormack, Junior, Student Trustee

Laura Hirshfield, Graduate Student Organization President 2011-12
Rudolph Lisa (PhD 1973)

Professor Thomson with Glen Richardson (BSChE 1972)
Leah Jamieson, John A. Edwardson Dean of Engineering
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Robert Weist (BSChE 1962, OChE 2005) with his Wife Sally and his Grandson Robert Reimer
Bob (BSChE 1951) and Lisa Johnson

Professor Delgass with his Wife Betty
The Ramage family surrounding Michael Ramage,
Robert Forney (BSChE 1947, PhD 1950, DEA 1974, HDR 1981) with Professor Varma

Professor Varma Delivering the Dinner Address
Robert Forney (BSChE 1947, PhD 1950, DEA 1974, HDR 1981) Delivering the Keynote Dinner Speech
Caleb Miskin, Graduate Student and Centennial Fellowship Recipient, with his wife Lindsey
Front Row: Miranda McCormack, Junior; Professor Linda Wang; Susan Hardman (BSChE 1983); Julia Alexander (BSChE 1984); Roberta Gleiter (BSChE 1960); Dean Leah Jamieson
Second Row: Marilyn Glenn Forney (BSChE 1947), Lise Sigward (BSChE 1978); Michelle Smith (BSChE 1984)
Third Row: Lindsey Williams (BSChE 2010); Ronna Robertson (BSChE 1992); Lisa Johnson (BSChE 1989); Deb Grubbe (BSChE 1977);
Back Row: Gwynne Johnson (BSChE 1977); Caitlin Schmitt (BSChE 2011); Sandra Marek (BSChE 1979); Associate Dean Melba Crawford
Walter Schumacher (BSChE 1978), Robert Goeltz (BSChE 1978) and Russell Wood (BSChE 1962)
Beverly and Ray Mentzer (PhD 1980) with Professors Beaudoin and Varma
Wendell Pieper (BSChE 1965) and his Wife Gloria Visiting the Fundamentals Lab with Yury Zvinevich, Director of Instrumentation
Graduate Students Anirudh Shenvi and Karthikeyan Marimuthu with Robert and Marilyn Forney and Graduate Student Coco Abbou Oucherif
Graduate Students John O’Grady, Anirudh Shenvi, McKay Easton, Vinod Kumar, Jayachandran Devaraj, Director on Instrumentation Yury Zvinevich and Graduate Student Piotr Gawecki

Professor Ribeiro, Graduate Students Karthikeyan Marimuthu, Shay Ogebule and Ranjita Ghose, Director of Computing Facilities Michael Harrington and Administrative Director Cristina Farmus